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Introduction
I would like to thank you for purchasing Offline Rockstar and welcome you to
this Course!
I will do my best to keep this intro as short as possible, and before we go on I
would like to say a few words about how I personally started to work with local
clients and get a steady income of over $2000 every month.
In the past 2 years I have been working 9-5 job as a Software Tester Engineer
on a local company in my City. In this 2 years I have been struggling to get
success with online marketing and I have been doing a lot of Facebook Ads,
Google AdWords, SEO, PPV everything that you could think of I had been
involved in, but my business really started to kick in hard when I decided to
change the way I look at the business and I decided to search for a few clients
that I can get from my local area where I can apply simple strategy to grow their
business using their money and not mine.
You see when I tried to sell affiliate products online or any other offers I wanted
to run on various paid traffic sources I was losing money doing the tests to see
what converts and what’s not.
But I found that using other people’s money to promote them will get me a lot
of new benefits, I can learn myself a lot of new stuff on my clients’ expense and
meanwhile I was growing my first clients businesses to the sky!
My first client is a local Music artist and I contacted him over his Facebook fan
page and propose him to be his Social Media Manager for his fan page and
grow his fan page over the next year, Yes! My first client got ma a contract of
$400/month for a full year to be his Facebook ads campaign manager and
social media manager.
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Now this may seem hard to manage, but actually when you promote local
artists that people already love, your job is very easy as a campaign and social
media manager, technically I only work 8 hours/week to setup his Facebook
ads campaign and to make some posters or help him with whatever events he
might have in that month to promote.
Anyone can replicate this business model in any local area and get a passive
income over time just with a few hours of work/week.
Now let’s get down to the interesting part. I know for sure that the first question
that pops in mind is OK Adrian, this all seems very easy but how do I get my
first local clients? Keep reading and you will soon see how easy it is to contact
your first clients in your local area and get a few to sign up with you as their
Online Manager.
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How to find local artists and make them high paying
customers.
Ok, I will not lie to you, my first client was a local artist, and I actually got to
work with this great guy by a friend’s recommendation to help him out with his
website, I started to redesign his website because he had a very old web
design and I knew I could help him get it better and more professionally.
So when we meet I asked him straight ahead if he promotes himself on
Facebook and he asked me straight up if I can manage that for him as well, of
course everything went down very easy because he was looking to get some
exposure for himself in the online world, but not everybody has the time or the
knowledge to deal with the online world.
Now we come from this world and this kind of work is second nature for us,
right?
Here is my first Local Artist Client progress in the last year. We started to work
together since he had about 4 000 Facebook fans, and as in today I helped
him grow his exposure to 50 000+ fans in just 9 months! And if you do a
simple math just for this one client I raked in 3600$ in the past 9 months. And
I had been using his money to promote him using Facebook ads.
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Actually check my results in the past month!
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From here everything got easy because you see
people in the same niche talk with each other and
really follow each other on social media, and there
are various ways you can go from your first client to
the next and really build your way from there.
First if you are showing some changes for his
fanpage which is quite easy and cheap to do online,
you will find out soon enough how really easy this can get, he will soon
recommend you to a friend or a couple, at least this happened to me from my
first client I got like 4 phone calls from his friends.
In just the first 3 months I found myself with over 7 clients and I’l be honest
work got serious! So you will have to think a way from the start to expand your
business. Don’t worry we got this cover in a chapter bellow.
First I will have to teach you how to find your first local artist to start and
make him your client for years to come! So pay close ATTENTION on
what I am about to share with you.
I am about to teach you STEP by STEP how to build a STEADY INCOME
with Unlimited Local Clients For Years To Come!
Once I signed my first Local Artists I knew there has to be more musicians
like him who needs promoting and don’t know where to start finding that
GUY to do that for them.
There are a few places where you can find them right from your home
Desktop and get in contact with them to setup a meeting and turn them to
sign with you as customers.
In this blueprint we will highlight one of the methods we personally use to
get in touch with any artists near our area in just a few steps.
Ok so let’s get to it then!
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Where to find local Artists, Musicians & Bands
An important thing to keep in mind when getting started, is that your target
market are not businesses such as a plumping company, Doctors, SPA Saloon
or handymans, because this people are constantly targeted by people offer
them SEO and Local Marketing plans to grow their business.
VERY IMPORTANT: Your TARGETED MARKET are the ARTISTS! (Musicians,
Tattoo artists, Singers, Bands).
Ok, so now that we know exactly who are we targeting it pops out the next
question.
How can I find this bands and musicians in my local area?
There are plenty of ways to contact this Artists online, but I will demonstrate
one way to get thousands of real musicians, bands, and singers in your local
area.

To get started, just navigate to https://www.reverbnation.com , or click here to
Sign up for a new account.
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Once you provided your email and a password, it will ask you what type of
account are you looking for, you can go ahead with *Fan or *Management like
in the screenshot bellow.

Next it will ask you to add some personal details, so go ahead and provide
them on the form as bellow:
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Once you setup your account, just go ahead and use their search function
because it’s quite powerful.
Navigate here: https://www.reverbnation.com/main/search

Using search, you can discover hundreds of new Artists, musicians bands, or
even more.
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For example I want to skip their charts and popular bands and artists and just
find the ones that might be interested to boost their exposure online.
Your targeted bands and artists are the ones that are not that big and popular,
because those ones might already have someone who promotes them online
and takes care of all their management needs.
So I will demonstrate how I target my local bands as my next prospects
customers.
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From my first search I found almost 350 Artists near Denver that are DJs, and
as you can notice this guys are not that popular by the number of fans, so for
this example we will take a look over J|Adore which is a House DJ in Denver
and has about 40 000 Fans.
Just click the Artist you are interested in and you will see his page,
TIP: In order to be able to chat with this artists you will first have to become
their fan!
Just Click the blue button “Become A Fan”

As soon as you become someone’s fan they actually prompt you to send them
a introduction message,

You can simply introduce yourself to them and in 140 chars make sure you are
just letting them know that you are interested in their music, you have been to
one of their concerts and so on. We have this covered in the next chapters, on
how you can easily setup a meeting with any artists right from this website
alone.
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Gather Artist’s current stats and positions
Before you approach them with a business proposition you should consider
doing some homework and see exactly what that artists has going on until this
point.
Now this is very simple because the website you just signed up works like a
database full of artists and bands with their personal details and their social
media platforms all in one place.
Just take a look over the following screenshot and see how easy I found out
how many Twitter followers, Facebook fans this DJ has got by this point, and if
they have a website or not.

In the about section you will get the links you need to all their social media
accounts of that artist so you can have all the information you need and by the
time you meet up with the artists your homework is done and you know exactly
what those artists need and what you will be able to do it for them.
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Techniques that will get any artist to sign up with you as their
Offline DUDE!
You can chose to approach each and every client different depending on their
needs.
Some of the following has worked the best for me:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Grow their Facebook fanbase
Grow their Instagram Account
Manage their social media accounts
Grow their fanbase on facebook using Facebook ads.
Grow their Soundcloud music base
Create a Website for them or improve the one they already have
Manage their Instagram Account
Grow their Youtube Channel with subscribers

Where to find thousands of high paying local clients using
FREE Online Tools.
So now the fun part!
Finding artists near you that are craving for someone to come and offer them
an opportunity to be seen on the online world is very easy, and we are going to
share with you some of the best tools to use and the best part this tools are
FREE and updated in real time!

1. Bandcamp.com ► https://bandcamp.com
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2. Bandfidner.com ► http://www.bandfinder.com/

3. Bandmix.com ► http://www.bandmix.com/
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4. Bandonkers.co.uk ► https://bandonkers.co.uk/

5. Sonicbids.com ► https://www.sonicbids.com
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6. Local.com ► http://www.local.com/

7. Finduslocal.com ► http://www.finduslocal.com
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8. Yell.com UK ► https://www.yell.com/

9. Eventbrite.com ► https://www.eventbrite.com/
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10.

Eventful.com ► http://eventful.com

11.

Harlemlocal.com ► https://harlemlocal.com
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12.
13.
14.

Facebook Fanpages
Facebook Places ► https://www.facebook.com/places/
Facebook App - Nearby Places App.

How to put your business on autopilot and outsource 90% of
the tasks for local clients.
Assuming you had done your research and approached your target clients with
your offers to promote them online, and got to the point where you need to
prepare your strategy to outsource some of the work there is to be done and
automate this process using tools at your disposal.
We personally outsource most of our client’s requests on fiverr.com
Most of the Artists and local clients out there will be in the need of the
following materials.

Graphics and Media
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Most often you will want to impress a new client with a set of new graphics and
promotional materials such as Posters and Facebook Covers.
If your clients are local artists or doctors, or whatever the niche you targeted is,
they will not have anything close to professional setup on their Facebook fan
page. So make sure you will take care of that just from the beginning and order
a professional designed Facebook cover, some banners and any promotional
material you might need.
We found it very reliable and easy to outsource this kind of work and only focus
on what is most important, and that is managing their Facebook fan page and
ads campaigns to grow their business as quickly as possible in the indicated
budget by the client.
So we encourage you to outsource this work because It can get time
consuming and also you will need to have design skills to complete a great
work.
We listed our Top picks which we use to complete some of this tasks for our
clients.

Effective Facebook Audience Targeting for Artists fans.
Ok Guys.
Welcome to the 5th chapter of this guide were we will cover the most juicy part
of this blueprint, and that is Facebook Ads.
I will be honest with you and it’s fair to say I did not want to share this
information here before but a friend had me convince that this is a great
material to cover all there is to know for anyone who is willing to start his
journey promoting local Artists, Singers or Bands.
So here we are covering the best Facebook ads techniques on how to effective
promote your local artists clients on Facebook and blast them with fresh fans
that will enjoy following them and it will help you get the job done easy by really
get engage with your campaigns.
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You will learn exactly how to setup campaigns like mine bellow and get tons of
clicks and engagement for penny clicks.

Stay Close on the following chapters and understand why exactly Facebook is
so powerful when it comes to promote Artists and their work and learn how to
efficiently setup your first Facebook ads campaign for your first clients.

Why Should You Advertise? Because it works!
I’m sure you have at least one friend who says Facebook advertising is a bad
idea for one reason or another. Maybe they even reference some article or
case study written by a blogger who lost money with Facebook Advertising.
Your friend’s full of it.
If so many people are losing money with Facebook Advertising, why were there
close to 2 million advertisers on Facebook spending a whopping $8 billion on
Facebook Ads? Advertising on Facebook has grown over 680% since 2010, so
there must be a good reason for this.
With Facebook Ads you can:
•
•
•
•
•

Drive traffic your Facebook page
Get Likes for Your Facebook page
Advertise Your Facebook Event
Advertise Your Artist’s Concert and Local Events
Advertise any Artist’s merchendise links to a website outside of
Facebook
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• Target specific Facebook users based on likes, age, region and the most
iportant Interests.
• Create Similar audience of another Artist/Musician in same genre of
music
• Legaly steal other Artist’s Fans!
When it comes to artists, facebook is the ideal place to get seen by your fans,
and the costs of getting their engagements is so cheap since they already
relate with the artist in a way or another.
Here are some stunning stats so you can understand the bigger picture with
facebook and how much potential this huge social giant platform has to offer.
First off, on active users – Facebook increased its Monthly Active User (MAU)
count to 1.71 billion, an increase of 15% year-over-year.

Meanwhile, Daily Active Users (DAU) also increased to 1.13 billion - up
17% year-over-year.
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That means puts the DAU/MAU ratio almost flat (66%) – so while Facebook
continues to grow its user base, those users remain actively engaged, with
more people logging onto the platform every day.
Mobile DAUs, meanwhile, have crossed the 1b threshold for the first time.
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Why should artists use Facebook Ads for reaching more fans?
Promoting an Artist using Facebook Ads is very effective, because most of the
Musicians out there are not looking to sell anything… they just need to have
Fans on their Fanpage, Huge exposure on their content and people attending
to their concerts.
So you will focus your marketing efforts on the following 3 BIG Categories of
Facebook Engagement:
• Get more Likes to an Artist’s Fanpage
• Get more Video Views / Post Engegements
• Get people to Join your Events or Groups
This simplify everything, as you are about to learn in the next chapter how
effectively setup an Facebook Ad campaign and gain lots of exposure using the
3 core Goals above.
Artists and musicians are all about their fans, their core business is around
people loving their work, so however you used facebook ads for local small
businesses here that does not apply. It’s far more simple because the Goals
are (Brand-Exposure) Make the artist Popular.
You don’t need to sell anything to their fans unless they explicitly tells you that
their goals is to sell CD online, but let’s be fair, in 2016 no one is interested to
buy CDs anymore… so the remaining goals is to get more fans to their Fanpage,
Youtube, Soundcloud and get people attending to their concerts.

How to Setup an Effective Facebook Ads Custom Audience
targeting your Artist’s fans!
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Yes, we know you want everyone in the world to discover your music, but in
order to run an effective ad campaign (and not go broke in the process), you’ll
need to narrow that down a bit. With Facebook ads you can target Facebook
users by location, interests, relationship status, age and more.
Whenever I get started with a new Artist (Client) first of all I want to make sure I
understand what his needs are and what is he looking to accomplish with
Facebook ads what are their goals.
The next logical step is to understand and make a profile of its followers, fans
and listeners. You have to make sure you empathize with this fan base to have
a good understanding of what factors will make them engage with your
content.
Facebook Ads: Reach thousands of potential fans without going broke
Important note: You should only use Facebook ads when you’re ready. In order
to increase the likelihood of good return on your ad campaign dollars, you
should have all of the following in place before running your ads.
•
•
•
•
•

A Facebook artist page (not just a Facebook Profile)
An active Facebook presence (you post daily or weekly)
Music and/or merch available for sale online
Sample tracks that can be listened to online
Content like videos, pictures and blog posts for your fans to interact with
and comment on.
• Why use Facebook Ads?

Facebook ads allow you to learn about your audience, gain fans, and sell music
by putting your ad in front of a very targeted group of Facebook users.
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With Facebook Ads you can:
•
•
•
•
•

Drive traffic your Facebook page
Get Likes for Your Facebook page
Advertise Your Facebook Event
Advertise any offer that links to a website outside of Facebook
Target specific Facebook users based on likes, age, region and so on.

Who are you trying to reach and what do you want them to do?
Yes, we know you want everyone in the world to discover your music, but in
order to run an effective ad campaign (and not go broke in the process), you’ll
need to narrow that down a bit. With Facebook ads you can target Facebook
users by location, interests, relationship status, age and more.
One of the first decisions you’ll need to make is: Are you targeting current fans
that have already “liked” your page or potential fans that have no idea who you
are?
Targeting Potential Fans.
When you advertise to people unfamiliar with your music, you’ll want to focus
on people who enjoy your musical genre. You could waste a lot of money
advertising your folk music to metal-lovers. Make sure you target music fans
that like your style.
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Ask yourself these questions:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

How old is my fan base?
Are they mostly male or female?
What country/State/City do they live in?
What is their age demographic?
What genre music to they prefer?
What music do they listen to?
Do they have common interests?
What are the best similar artists in this particular genre?
What is their fans “Persona” (Imaginary Perfect Fan)

Why should you know these things? Because Facebook will ask you these
same questions every time you create an ad. Be as specific as you can.
Tip: You can use Facebook Insights to see demographic info about your current
Facebook fans. You can then use this info to target similar people with your ad.
So in order to do that I will use Facebook’s Audience Insights Tool.
You can find this tool here:
https://www.facebook.com/ads/audience-insights/
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Once there Facebook will ask you to chose an Audience to Start, you can select
one of 2 options.
• Everyone on Facebook
• People connected to your page (Use this if the artist has at least 10000
fans on their fanpage.)

Ok now let’s take this step by step.
First step is quite simple you want to target all their fans in their area because
that is ground 0 of his launch. He first started locally so he wants people to
recognize him in his own hometown.
For Example: We imagine our next client is a Music Artist playing JAZZ and
leaving in Denver, CO USA.
So we start to target his audience on facebook with the following options set to
get started:
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Location: Denver CO, USA
You have to go custom with this! If you're promoting an event in Los Angeles,
you should only target the Los Angeles area, rather than the entire United
States. Though, on the flip side, if your objective is to promote your page and
build likes, you might want your ad to reach people all across the United
States, or whatever country in which you're based.
Basically, just make sure you're using location targeting in a smart way. If
you're on tour, promote your ads towards the cities you're hitting. If you have a
release that warrants national play, promote it nationally. If you have a radio
play in certain cities, promote ads in those cities. Be smart, not spammy.
You can get very creative around this part, for example one of my clients is
asking me to target only half of the country with specific county list that he
wants to travel and entertain, so I use my location targeting based on a
research of where people actually listen to his music.
I encourage you guys to test your campaigns on various targeting locations
based on city, county, and more.
TIP: If you want to exclude a location that falls within an area you've chosen,
click on Include and then select Exclude from the dropdown.
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Age and Gender: 24-60
Gender, most of the time, isn't important to your work. Both guys and gals can
dig your music. Who really needs gender roles when it comes to the enjoyment
of good tunes? You hear that, people? Just listen to what you like. In other
words, go ahead and click "both."
When it comes to age, though, that's a bit more important. While a 60-year-old
somewhere out there may bump your hardest rap mixtape, the 18-to-35 range
is probably more suitable. Be smart with this, and don't underestimate the
higher ages. It's better to shoot higher than go too low. Thirteen to 15 might not
be good for your death metal album. Again though, age can be unpredictable,
but it's good to narrow these ads down wherever you can.
Now for this example purpose I have not made any research to find out the
ideal age for jazz music listeners but I will assume that from 24 -60 is a fair
estimation, of course for one of my client that is creating regional music for his
country I target only 35+ because I know that in my country young people do
not listen or engage to often with that type of music genre.

Interests: Similar Artists + Custom Layers of Targeting
Now this is the most crucial part of this Facebook audience training, this is the
place where you really speak to the people interested in what your client is
promoting. So make sure you give this a special attention.
This is the meat and potatoes of your advertising. Here's where you choose
who sees your ad based on what they've indicated they're interested in. This is
key! If you don't fill this out, your ad is going to be way too broad and
ineffective. Here I recommend doing interests based on genre, similar artists,
and then keywords such as live music, album collecting, music production, and
any others you can think of.
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This is what your potential fans like! So be creative!
I want to make sure I get this right cause if I get this wrong…. Boy my
advertising efforts will be in vain…
How to you find the perfect Interests?
Here is what works for me and I guarantee this will work for anyone.
So I know nothing about JAZZ music, I don’t know how I could find his perfect
audience on facebook.
This is the point where I do my research on the music genre.
First of I will find which artists are the most popular in this type of music!
Google is my best friend here so here is a list I found just with a google search.
15 Most Influential Jazz Artists -> http://listverse.com/2010/02/27/15-mostinfluential-jazz-artists/
Wikipedia List of Jazz Musicians –>
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_jazz_musicians
Now what I did was to take all those top 15 and add them into my Interests tab
into Audience Insights and instantly I get tons of new targeting options.
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Now you can see that in my Interests Tab I have never said people has to like
Jazz Music, because that is a genre and people who are really interested in
that specific genre tend to follow the top musicians from its genre.
And with one move you got them all in your audience insight, you can see now
that in the bottom red square, Facebook gives multiple Page that your
audience also likes on Facebook based on its Affinity # (20.3x, 18.8x, 15.5x
and so on, you can see that the higher the number the better the relationship
with that page.
Now in the image above I removed our location Targeting cause that gave me
about 20 k targeted audience, I usually place the location based target at the
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end, once I finished my big research and I have a good audience number
where it can remain more than 20k targeted audience for a local artist.
I added Colorado State to narrow my audience based on the location based.
You can see that my audience from 8-10 mill become around 60k targeted
people in Colorado State who are JAZZ lovers.

Of course this targeting method can be improved and you can narrow it down
to as targeted as you like, but the beauty of this business is that you don’t need
to be an expert in targeting the audience with facebook, because the top
targeting methods I showed you is perfect when it comes to Artists.
However there is another important targeting option when you are trying to
reach the perfect fans of an artist if his page has at least 5000-10000 fans
where you can use the following option to narrow it to more targeted
audiences.
You can use that custom audience you just created and when you are creating
your ads campaign you can split test 2 similar campaigns.
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You can use your custom audience in the following ways:
• You can Target the exact audience
• You can Target friends of people who like your page + a layer of custom
Audience (this will only select friends of people who already liked your
page and must comply with the custom audience layers of targeting.)
•
Another IMPORTANT aspect when you are building your custom audience is
that you can actually start your research more broad by choosing the following
targeting option from Audience insights:
• Interest -> Music -> Genre

Just by adding one layer of targeting this give us a lot more people that are
interested in Jazz Music but this might not be all real true jazz fans. So be
aware when choosing the best targeted audience using this methods of
targeting.
However if you feel like you need a lot more people to see your content this is
one way to increase your audience but in the same time keep it as targeted as
possible.
With one extra layer of targeting I managed to grow my audience from 60k
people to a whooping 400k-450k monthly active people on Facebook.
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Here is my result when I added Jazz Music as an ENTERTAINMENT>MUSIC
Interest.

Ok now that we finished up our Custom Audience go ahead and save your
Audience for later.
In the Top menu of your Audience Creator you have a Save button. Go ahead
and click it to save your new targeted audience.
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Make sure you give it a descriptive name so you can manage your audience in
the future cause it can get a bit crowded when you are working with multiple
artists and each and every one has to has his own audience.
So a good practice is to save your audience with the following template:
[ArtistName] Number of People – Genre Exact/Broad –Date

Congratulations you just made your first Custom audience based on just a few
core targeting options but highly effective when it comes to promoting your
Local Artist.
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Setting your budget
Most people shy away from Facebook ads because they're unaware of how
affordable they can be. In reality, you can run a solid campaign for just $5 to
$25 a day for a week.
The reach of your ads will depend on how much you drilled down your audience
through interests and age, but let's say you chose ages 18 to 35 in the entire
US who are interested in indie rock, live music, Young the Giant, the Kooks,
Modest Mouse, and the Maine.
Your numbers will vary slightly depending on your "sound-alikes," since, let's
say, more people may "like" the Beatles on Facebook rather than the Maine, so
your reach may be a bit greater. But for sake of this example, we're going with
the above interests.
Here's how much you might spend daily compared to how many people your ad
will be in front of, which will then translate into likes, views, or your other
intended objectives:
• $5 per day: 510 to 1,300 people daily
• $15 per day: 1,500 to 4,000 people daily
• $25 per day: 2,500 to 6,700 people daily
Of course, if your budget allows, you can go higher than $25 a day, too, in fact I
advise you to test if your audience is big enough for a higher budget to get the
best engagement out of your ads.
BONUS TIP: Boosting and the 20% rule
Two other important things you need to be aware of are the "boost" feature and
the 20 percent rule.
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The boost feature is where you can put money into a one-time push to help get
traction. When you post something, simply go to the "boost post" button, and
there you will be able to put money behind that post to get some extra reach.
Boosting offers fewer targeting options than going the ad route, but it can be a
nice, quick way to make sure more people see your post at the top of their
news feeds.
The 20 percent rule is an important rule for ads. Facebook states that your ad
cannot be more than 20 percent text, so you need to be aware of any graphical
elements you include with your ads. Learn more about how the 20 percent rule
works here, and make use of Facebook's grid tool to determine what
percentage of your image contains text so that your ad doesn't get rejected.

3 Ads Type Strategy to Promote Music with Facebook Ads
Important note: You should only use Facebook ads when you’re ready. In order
to increase the likelihood of good return on your ad campaign dollars, you
should have all of the following in place before running your ads.
•
•
•
•
•

A Facebook artist page (not just a Facebook Profile)
An active Facebook presence (you post daily or weekly)
Music and/or merch available for sale online
Sample tracks that can be listened to online
Content like videos, pictures and blog posts for your fans to interact with
and comment on.

Focus your efforts on getting people to ‘Like’ your Facebook page. This way you
can build a relationship with your new fans over time. They’ll see all your
Facebook updates and therefore you’ll have many opportunities to sell them on
your Client music.
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OK let’s cut to the chase here and dive into the interesting part of this chapter,
shall we?
What are the best types of ads to effectively promote musicians and artists on
Facebook?

Most effective Ads type for Artists when it comes to promoting their fanpage
and music:
• Promoted Posts Engagement (Images and Videos)
• Get Video Views (Facebook Video)
• Raise attendance at Events (Facebook Events)
TIP: Don’t forget about building likes campaigns for fan page, but be aware I
have a better and cheaper solution to get new people to like your fan page,
that does not involve promote your page option from Awareness tab.

1. Promoted Posts Engagement Ads
You can run an advert that gets more people seeing, liking, commenting on
and sharing your Page content on Facebook.
You can use it to introduce your Musicians to new audiences too. And you'll get
great insights about what your fans and users like and what works best to
connect with new listeners.
This is used most often when you want to get more engagement on posts you
shared on your Client’s wall but it doesn’t have to limit here.
Design Recommendations Facebook Photo
Use these guidelines to design an ad that looks good everywhere it appears on
Facebook. The recommended image size ensures your image always looks high
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quality. The recommended text length is how many characters of ad copy could
be displayed on smaller screens.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Recommended News Feed image size: 1,200 x 900 pixels
News Feed image ratio: 4:3
Right column image size: 254 x 133 pixels
Right column image ratio: 1.9:1
Text: 90 characters (longer posts may be truncated on small screens)
Your image should include minimal text. See how the amount of text in
your ad image will impact the reach of your ad.

Design Recommendations Facebook Video
The recommended video and thumbnail image guidelines ensures your ad
always looks high quality. The recommended text length is how many
characters of ad copy could be displayed on smaller screens. Video lengths up
to 30 seconds or under will continuously loop on Facebook up to approximately
90 seconds. Learn more on continuous looping.
• Text: 90 characters
• Aspect Ratio: 16:9 or 1:1
• Video: H.264 video compression, high profile preferred, square pixels,
fixed frame rate, progressive scan
• Format: .mp4 container ideally with leading moov atom, no edit lists
• Audio: Stereo AAC audio compression, 128kbps + preferred

Technical Requirements
• Caption length text: Text only, max 2,200 characters
• Recommended Aspect Ratio: 1:1 / 1.33:1 / 4:3 / SDTV, 1.375:1 / film,
1.77:1 / 16:9 / HDTV, 1.85:1 / Film, 2:39:1 or 2:40:1 / Widescreen /
9:16, no pillar boxing or letter boxing
• Length: 120 minutes max
• Thumbnail image ratio: Should match the aspect ratio of your video. Your
image should include minimal text. See how the amount of text in your
ad image will impact the reach of your ad.
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• Minimum resolution: 600 x 315 pixels (1.9:1 landscape) / 600 x 600
pixels (square)
• File Size: Up to 4GB max
• Frames: 30fps max
• Format: Full list of supported file formats here
• Bitrate: No limit to bitrate file if you're using two pass encoding, as long
as long as your file doesn't exceed 1 GB. Otherwise, 8 megabits per
second for 1080p and 4 megabits per second for 720p.
TIP: Even very short videos can be a powerful tool to engage your audience. It
doesn't have to be fancy. Try recording a short video from your camera and
promoting it on your Page.

2. Video Views (Facebook Video)
Design Recommendations
The recommended video and thumbnail image guidelines ensures your ad
always looks high quality. The recommended text length is how many
characters of ad copy could be displayed on smaller screens. Learn more on
continuous looping.
• Text: 90 characters
• Aspect Ratios Supported: 16:9 (full landscape) to 9:16 (full portrait)
• Mobile in feed: Videos will be rendered as is up to 2:3, with masking to
2:3 for aspect ratios between 2:3 to 9:16
• Desktop in feed and desktop player: For desktop in feed, vertical video
will continue to be letter-boxed to 1:1. For desktop player, vertical video
will be 9:16 with no black bar letter-boxing
• Recommended Aspect Ratio for Vertical Video: 9:16 (full portrait),
ensuring core content falls in the 2:3 mask for mobile News Feed
• Video: H.264 video compression, high profile preferred, square pixels,
fixed frame rate, progressive scan
• Format: .mp4 container ideally with leading moov atom, no edit lists
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• Audio: Stereo AAC audio compression, 128kbps + preferred
Technical Requirements
• Caption length text: Text only, max 2,200 characters
• Recommended Aspect Ratio: 1.77:1 / 16:9 / HDTV, 2:39:1 or 2:40:1 /
Widescreen / 9:16, 1:1 / 1.33:1 / 4:3 / SDTV, 1.375:1 / film, 1.85:1 /
Film, no pillar boxing or letter boxing
• Length: 120 minutes max
• Minimum resolution: minimum width 600 pixels, length dependent on
video aspect ratio
• File Size: Up to 4GB max
• Frames: 30fps max
• Format: Full list of supported file formats here
• Bitrate: No limit to bitrate file if you're using two pass encoding, as long
as long as your file doesn't exceed 1 GB. Otherwise, 8 megabits per
second for 1080p and 4 megabits per second for 720p.
• Your image should include minimal text. See how the amount of text in
your ad image will impact the reach of your ad.
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How to Reach Your Intended Audience with Facebook Ads
If you want to ensure you’re getting the
best results from your Facebook ads, you
need to know they’re reaching the right
audience. The good news is, thanks to
the social media giant’s huge range of
targeting options, this couldn’t be easier.
By only reaching the people who actually
matter, your ads have a lot more value
and in turn deliver a much higher conversion rate. So how exactly can you
ensure you’re reaching the right audience?
Location and demographic targeting
Two of the most powerful targeting options available when you create a
Facebook ad are location and demographic. You can choose exactly where you
want your customers to be based. This is especially useful for local businesses
focused solely on drawing in local customers to their stores.
Narrowing down the location is only the first step however. The next is to target
specific demographics. You need to think about the type of consumer that’s
going to be most interested in your product.
Location Targeting is very important in your line of work since you will be mainly
promote local artists on facebook, so whenever you setup your facebook ads
campaigns, make sure you target your Artist fans based on their home town or
if they are visiting there.
For example, will millennials be more interested in what you have to offer, or
would your services best suit those over the age of 40? You can specify certain
age groups when targeting your ad to ensure you’re reaching the most
appropriate audience. That’s not all, you can also target things such as:
• Gender
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• Relationship status
• Employment
The more you narrow down your audience, the better the results you’ll have.
However, one thing you should be careful of is behavioral targeting. While it
may seem clever, 68% of consumers state they aren’t ok with targeted ads that
follow them around based upon their behaviori.
The benefits of running multiple ads
Of course, targeted ads largely only help if you know WHO you are targeting in
the first place. However, it is possible to develop a deeper understanding of
your target audience by running multiple ads.
It can be extremely beneficial to run several targeted ads at the same time,
each targeting a different demographic or location. That way, you can see
exactly which groups are most interested in your product.
You may just be surprised to discover that a different group of people to those
you initially planned to target are more interested in what you have to offer.
It’s pretty simple to set up a targeted Facebook ad. The options are
automatically presented to you once you’ve chosen your ad objective. However,
it is a good idea to do your research first. That way, you’ll know exactly who you
should be targeting and which options have the best chance of success.

How to Write Facebook Ad Copy That Converts
Are your Facebook ads failing to convert? The answer could be in your content.
Attracting potential customers is one thing, but getting them to actually make a
purchase from you is entirely another. While Facebook ads have the power to
bring in millions of potential customers, there are a lot of mistakes you can
make when writing them.
Here you’ll discover how to write Facebook ad copy that converts and
subsequently boosts your bottom line.
Make sure its relevant
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One of the main reasons many Facebook ads fail to convert is because they
aren’t relevant to the content they’re linked to. So, if you’re finding you have a
high click-through rate, but a low conversion rate in comparison, relevance
could be the issue.
Make sure what you write in the ad, accurately reflects what the user is going
to receive. If the link from the ad just takes them to your homepage for
example, rather than a dedicated landing page related to the ad, your
conversion rate will suffer.
Create a compelling headline
As you’re only given 25 characters for the headline, it’s vital you make the most
of them.
One of the worst things you can do is use your business name. This is
surprisingly common, yet it’s going to prove really ineffective. Why? Because it
acts more of a statement than an enticement.
Your jobs here is to make people want to click on the ad and to do that they’re
going to need a compelling reason. A great way to do this is to include discount
or promotional information such as “50% off all products”. This captures the
attention right away and provides a good reason for users to click through.
Include an image
In the world of marketing, images are much more effective than written
content. What’s great about Facebook ads is they allow you to use multiple
pictures in the same ad. It’s actually quite clever as you can set it so that
different images appear to different groups of people.
Just be sure to check the guidelines to see what size restrictions apply to
Facebook ads to prevent your ad from getting rejected.
The above tips will help you to ensure your ads not only grab your audience’s
attention, but will lead to a higher conversion rate. The more ad viewers you
can convert into customers, the more revenue you can add to your bottom line.

How to Measure Your Facebook Ads Effectively
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Facebook Ads can be an extremely effective marketing tool when used
correctly.
Allowing you to target a specific audience, you can ensure your ads reach
exactly the right people in order to successfully increase leads and boost
conversions. However, the key to making your ads a success is knowing how to
measure your Facebook ads effectively.
Analyzing clicks and impressions
There are a lot of things you need to measure in order to see just how
successful your ads are on Facebook. However, two of the most important are
clicks and impressions.
Impressions relate to how frequently your ad is shown. The more impressions
you have, the more it’s going to help with brand awareness. This is especially
important for those looking to launch a new product or reach new customers.
Clicks determine how many people actually clicked on your ad. This helps you
establish how much engagement and interest there is in the ads you’re
running.
Now, to establish how well your ad is working, you should measure how many
clicks it’s receiving and then divide that number by how many impressions it
has. This will show you the click through rate – something that’s vital to your
ROI.
Make Use of Google Analytics
As well as tracking how your ads are doing on Facebook itself, you might want
to make use of Google Analytics too. This shows you how your ads are doing
away from the site.
For example, if your Facebook Ad directs the user to your website, you’re going
to need to measure what happens once the customer gets there. Google
Analytics allows you to see exactly how your Facebook ad campaigns are
impacting your business off the social networking site.
Consider lifetime value
Another important thing to look at when measuring your ads is lifetime value of
the customer. You need to know that the amount your spending on the ads,
compared to their click-through rate is worth it.
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When thinking about lifetime value, you need to look at how much the
customer is going to earn you for the length of time they remain a customer. If
you only look at how much revenue your ad brought in for the first month, you
could end up underestimating the actual value of your ad.
Overall, measuring the performance of your Facebook ads is vital if you want to
receive best results. It’s definitely worth looking into the Page Insights tool on
Facebook itself, as this helps you to see how well your page is doing.

Facebook Live Stream – What You Need to Know to Get Started
At this point in the story you know the state of Facebook and you know the
state of live video. Now it’s time to see how the two collided. And once you’ve
been introduced to Facebook Live, you can learn the basics to get started!
Facebook Live was actually introduced in December 2015. And right away,
Facebook really made a big push for it. March 1st, 2016 really demonstrates
this:
“We rolled out Facebook Live on iOS in December and last week we began
rolling it out on Android in the US. Over the last three months Facebook Live
video has become more and more popular and more and more people and
Pages are creating and watching live videos.”
The company stated that people watch Facebook Live videos three times as
much as other video content on the site. In response, the company adjusted
the algorithm to encourage more visibility for this kind of content.
“Now that more and more people are watching Live videos, we are considering
Live Videos as a new content type – different from normal videos – and
learning how to rank them for people in News Feed. As a first step, we are
making a small update to News Feed so that Facebook Live videos are more
likely to appear higher in News Feed when those videos are actually live,
compared to after they are no longer live. People spend more than 3x more
time watching a Facebook Live video on average compared to a video that’s no
longer live.
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This is because Facebook Live videos are more interesting in the moment than
after the fact.” Facebook also states that users are actually more engaged with
live content – and that viewers are ten times more likely to leave a comment
on a live video versus one that is not live.
This is all a clear sign that Facebook has been invested in live from the start
and now the feature has been rolled out to include people all around the world
(Facebook Live was initially only available in the US). They also introduced
some new interesting features – such as ‘reactions’ and the ability to post live
content inside of groups (more on this later!).
The company is also discussing introducing filters, similar to those found in
Instagram. The ‘Facebook Live Map’ is also another sign that Facebook is
invested in this technology.
Mark even went on to tell Buzzfeed News that he ‘wouldn’t be surprised if you
fast-forward five years and most of the content that people see on Facebook
and are sharing on a day-to-day basis is video’.
This also works in tandem with other features like ‘Sports Stadium’ for
aggregated sports commentary – which aims to provide live feedback and
coverage on sports as you’re watching them. The company has even shown
interest in livestreaming sporting events for its users!
The Advantages of Facebook Live
I’m willing to go out on a limb here and say unequivocally: yes. Facebook
Live is certainly the best choice for live streaming.
Facebook Live has the very best features and options when it comes to
creating exciting live content and sharing it. The fact that you can save all of
your content permanently is alone enough reason to get involved, as is the fact
that you can promote that content and that you can share it with your existing
page followers.
But what really makes the huge difference and gives Facebook its massive
advantage over the competition is the huge amount of engagement the
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platform already sees and the fact that you can reach a gigantic audience
without having to convince them to get involved.
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1. BONUS CHAPTER - Resources
Banners, Posters & Facebook Covers
• https://www.fiverr.com/bestdesign4you/design-web-bannerheaderad
• https://www.fiverr.com/gigblast/design-2-awesome-website-banners-orheaders
• https://www.fiverr.com/junrex22/create-2-professional-webbannerheadercover
• https://www.fiverr.com/design2thrive/design-an-attractive-andprofessional-website-banner-or-header-only

Logo Design for Clients
• https://www.fiverr.com/antonclevela97/create-2-custom-logo-designsexclusive-hi-quality
• https://www.fiverr.com/ei8htz/design-2-outstanding-logo
• https://www.fiverr.com/weperfectionist/design-an-impressive-logo
• https://www.fiverr.com/srishet123/do-a-logo

Local SEO
The list below is exactly what services we use to rank our local client’s websites
easy on local search queries. This kind of services bring back good results on
local ranking positions and your clients will thank you for getting to see
themselves ranked on google that fast.

Google Map Citations for Local SEO
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• https://www.fiverr.com/best_seo/do-100-google-map-citations-for-localseo-rank1
• https://www.fiverr.com/virtualgirl2010/do-local-business-listings-orlocal-citations-service-for-7-local-directories
• https://www.fiverr.com/jennifernyc/create-a-25-point-local-google-maplisting-aaa-seo
• https://www.fiverr.com/youngceaser/local-seo-business-listingsdirectory-citations
• https://www.seoclerk.com/Link-Building/426588/100-Map-CitationsFor-Local-SEO-Includes-Business-Photo
• https://www.seoclerk.com/Link-Building/422936/Highest-SEO-LocalBusiness-Campaign-for-Higher-Ranking-to-stand-out-from-competition

14 FREE Online Local SEO Tools that we use
Blog Rank – This is a tool that helps you find relevant RSS feeds

KnowEm’s Social Media Optimizer – This will check your markup card for a few different social sites

Local SEO Checklist – Neat checklist for optimizing for local SEO

UI Faces – Grab free images to use for avatars

Ntopic – Checks the content relevancy of a web page or article

Bulk Keyword Generator – This tool allows you to generate local keywords in bulk

Keyword Density Checker – I like this one because it’ll read the actual code on the page, not just the
text content.

Pingdom – Check your website site speed

Open Link Profiler – Free backlink checker
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Shared Count – Track the number of social shares for a link

Text Mechanic – I LOVE this tool. I use this all the time. One of my favorite features is the remove
duplicate lines.

Geo Sitemap Generator – This creates a geo sitemap and a KML file for your local sites

WP Theme Detector – This allows you to enter in a URL and it’ll tell you the wordpress theme it’s
using

SERPLAB – Free keyword tracking
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